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Hi All, 
 
With respect to contemporary society’s prejudice against nature and the United Nations 
Secretary General’s globally noted speech in December about our war against nature, you might 
be interested in why PNC is introducing a short Greatest Trustable Truth Online Training 
Program.   
 
The reason is because Google has 51 million listings that report the UN Chief’s call to stop the 
war. 
 
In considering the above, please note that if you search for “prejudice against nature” on Google, 
only one of its 110 million responses connect to my 1983 book Prejudice Against Nature.  The 
other millions of results are concerned with various forms of prejudice against people.  
 
That alone is prejudice against nature. 
 
Folks are welcome to take this new training and/or customize and send the letters, below, to 
people that might be interested in their message. 
  
UN Secretary General Alerted to the Remedy for our Unjustified War Against 
Nature and Climate Crisis Misfortunes  
 
1/10/21 San Juan Island, WA: In his searing December 2, 2020 indictment, Secretary-General of 
the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, acknowledged the dangerous issue identified in a 
declaration that Project NatureConnect(PNC) submitted to the UN in 1984.  Then operating as 
the National Audubon Society Expedition Institute, PNC avowed that contemporary society was 
waging a suicidal lie and war against the life of Nature, a conflict that PNC director, Michael J. 
Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D. disclosed in his 1982 book Prejudice Against Nature.   
 
Today, 37 years later, Guterres has recognized humanity’s prejudicial war against Nature and 
insists that we, “Prioritize,  reconcile and ceasefire;” “we must make peace with nature;”  “the 
state of the planet is broken.”   
 
Our prejudice and war against Nature is based on a flagrant lie about the natural world. This 
misrepresentation breaches the UN’s and USA’s legally declared human rights to life.  
 



Nature is alive, its life is our life. What happens to it happens to us. For example, during the 
1984 demise of the environment by drought in Ethiopia, over 1 million people died from famine.  
 
It is a prejudicial falsehood that our planet is not alive. So is today’s “Biden’s certified election is 
a fraud” a lie that has caused folks to die.   
(www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html) 

 
To our loss, Guterres’s recommended “green plans” for global goodwill and recovery fail to 
include the application of PNC’s critical, 54-sense Climate Therapy remedy for our society’s 
deceitful prejudice against Nature around, in and as us. Armed with our advanced technologies, 
our prejudice, while in denial, continues to cause and intensify the War.  
  
As a preventative and treatment for this conflict, Climate Therapy enables anybody to create 
great trustable truth moments in natural areas. They make space for Nature itself to compost and 
recycle our trespasses and their injurious effects on us and the environment. This helps us 
transform any war or lie into Nature’s unadulterated personal and global integrity, peace and 
unity.  
 
The reality of Climate Therapy stops our dangerous misinformation that increasingly makes the 
world break apart.  Its truth reduces costs and corruption as its self-correcting transformative 
powers increase abundance along with personal, social and environmental well-being.  
 
PNC has petitioned, “Please don’t be biased, Mr. Secretary General, invoke Climate Therapy 
now. Nature knows best and bats last, as global warming demonstrates.”   
 

“Michael Cohen’s work fulfills our personal and economic needs, deeper ideals and 
spirit. Its self-guiding materials and courses deserve the attention of every person who 
seeks to reverse our troubles.” 
 
Dr. Robert Mueller,  
Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations,  
 

Further Information: www.ApplyClimateTherapy.com 
 
Contact: Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D.  
360-378-6313    nature@interisland.net   www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html 
 
 

* * * * *  
 
 
 
 
The Project NatureConnect Petition to UN Chief, Antonio Guterres  
 
To: Antonio Guterres, United Nations Secretary-General  



  
Dear Secretary-General Guterres, 
 
I thank you for you identifying our war against Nature along with your scorching plea for well-
being on Earth through peace with the natural world. In appreciation, I would like to contribute 
and warranty that to succeed, your efforts must include Climate Therapy’s Great Trustable Truth 
(GTT). Its 54-sense process works because it scientifically creates and supports organic life 
around, in and as us.  
(www.ApplyClimateTherapy.com) 
 
GTT is the antidote for our prejudiced against Nature lies that produce and sustain our war with 
Nature.  
 
In 1984 I personally shared my GTT remedy with Dr. Noel Brown at UNEP and gave him my 
book Prejudice Against Nature that explains its remedy. In addition, I asked the UN to officially 
“declare we are at war with Nature,” so that it was no secret and we could begin to stop it. The 
UN and UNEP have not responded to this request until you have, now, in your speech.  
 
Meanwhile, the war has intensified by 75% in the last 35 years.  
 
Do you think that I am so scientifically, 54/felt-sense skilled and intimate with Nature that the 
UN is prejudiced against me?  
 
The misinformation generated by our prejudice against Nature speaks for itself as, by omitting 
GTT, it fatally injures our life supportive relationships with our planet mother and each other.   
 
The 911 twin tower disaster and today’s fraudulent election tragedies demonstrate how the great 
technical skills and good intentions of prejudiced people can produce disastrous results.  
 
What we must do immediately is stop our lies by applying Climate Therapy’s globally authentic 
Great Trustable Truth (GTT) everywhere.   It reduces costs and benefits economics as its self-
correcting powers increase personal, social and environmental well-being.  
 
Our GTT only knows how to unify and balance interactions so they transform into just and fair 
relationships.  It is a powerful, presently missing tool that peacefully aids abused, oppressed or 
neglected people, places and things. This has proven to reduce our battles with our environment 
and each other 
 
The core cause of our war against Nature, including people’s inner nature, is that we have 
learned to disregard the Greatest Truth in our life that we can Trust (GTT) and it is not Nature, 
God, Love or Honesty.   
 
Mr. Secretary-General, do you know what your/our Greatest Trustable Truth (GTT) is? 
 
Only you can help the United Nations learn how to inject into the world the “GTT vaccine” for 
our nature-bigoted, warring relationships and technologies. This is crucial. The life of our planet 
today is 50% unable to recover from our war against it, and counting.  



 
Nature’s life is our life, what happens to it happens to us.  
 
The culmination of all human knowledge to this moment, without GTT, continues to create 
catastrophes while the UN’s prejudice continues to negligently omit the war’s GTT solution. 
This is a flagrant breach of the UN’s declared human rights to life.  
 
Please don’t continue to let the UN be biased against GTT, Mr. Secretary General. Your 
influence can help the world benefit by invoking Climate Therapy GTT. It works because Nature 
knows best and bats last. Nature is the fountainhead of authority in how its intelligence 
peacefully produces its unified and balanced perfection. 
 

“Michael Cohen’s work fulfills our personal and economic needs, deeper ideals and 
spirit. Its self-guiding materials and courses deserve the attention of every person who 
seeks to reverse our troubles.” 
 
Dr. Robert Mueller,  
Former Assistant Secretary General of the United Nations,  

 
 
Mr. Secretary General, your Greatest Trustable Truth can help you stop our suicidal battle 
against Nature that is breaking apart the world.   
 
By courageously being and sharing your 54/felt-sense GTT you can happily improve all things 
because, when liberated, our inborn love of GTT creates universal peace and justice.  
 
The organic facts, truth, and science of authentic Nature matter if we are to heal our fractured 
souls.  Can we find unity if we disregard the underlying rupture our biased thinking has created 
in Nature’s spiritual foundations, around, in and as us?  
 
Because we have not identified and invoked our GTT, all the knowledge in the world has 
scientifically culminated in today’s high-tech prejudice against Nature being a weapon of mass 
destruction. Climate Therapy GTT is its antidote.  
 
We are educated to live in the war zone that our felt-sense thinking creates because, 
internationally, Higher Education refuses to teach us how to apply our GTT. Along with all the 
other things you suggest, you can help UNESCO and the University for Peace include it and 
teach other institutions to do the same.    
 
Please apply and promote GTT via www.ApplyClimateTherapy.com. Better still call me at 360-
378-6313 and we can activate many ways and means to beneficially invoke it, locally and 
globally.   
 
I thank you for your consideration of this momentous matter. Your promotion of GTT will help 
folks everywhere joyfully awaken and energize their natural love of their greatest trustable truth.  
 



With complete faith in the undeniable GTT fact that you are reading these words right while they 
are hiding your GTT from you, I look forward to hearing from you. Together, let’s put GTT 
power to work. 
 
For Reasonable Passion, 
 
Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D.  
www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html 
 
Contact:  
1-360-378-6313  <nature@interisland.net> 
 
Further Information 
www.ApplyClimateTherapy.com 
www.ecopsych.com/JanuaryNewsletter.pdf 
www.ecopsych.com/  66IJMRA-11682.pdf 
 
 

* * * * * 

 

Excerpts from our new GTT training course announcement 
www.ecopsych.com/  GTTTRAINING.docx 

Course Hypothesis/Objective: Learning and 54-sense co-mentoring how to apply our Greatest 
Trustable Truth (GTT) to any experience or relationship helps us and others reduce the Earth 
Misery produced by our prejudicial war against Nature, around, in and as us, while we increase 
personal, social and environmental well-being.  
www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html 
 
Course Test Question: If you inherit a little green wagon and your community convinces you to 
paint it orange, in any situation or test, what do you say is the color of the wagon? 
Visit these references   
http://www.ecopsych.com/nineleg.html     
www.ecopsych.com/counseling.html 

 

Our Challenge  
 
Our human lives are born as very recent, language-gifted parts of Nature’s ancient and beautiful, 
yet language-absent life. Habitually, our ego’s self-determined “superior intelligence” 
language/story gives itself the right to convert 54/felt-sense Nature-us into our unbalanced rules, 
abstracts and artificialities. This fixates us on our scientific stories that unreasonably conquer or 
abuse Nature around, in and as us. Moment-by-moment these stories prejudice us against what 
we learn to think of as “uncivilized” or “illiterate” Nature. In addition, to avoid feeling the shame 



of this injustice, we deny holding this prejudice while we painfully watch our excessive demands 
for artificial satisfactions make Nature, around and as us, deteriorate while we war against it. 
www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html  

As we depend on our language-limited words and abstracts to describe Nature’s truths, we go 
astray or sicken because we omit how Nature’s love works perfectly without words.  

As you read these words, you are also Nature’s GTT love to be you as it is smothered under 
them. You barely enjoy its wise happiness in comparison to your experience of genuinely felt-
sensing it in a natural area. The GTT remedy for this profound loss of well-being is available at 
www.ApplyClimateTherapy.com 

When the Scientific Revolution excludes our GTT as part of it, the revolution becomes revolting. 

Our Goal   
 
GTT training helps you scientifically create 54-sense, heartfelt moments in natural areas that 
motivate our conflicts to happily blend with the healing wisdom of Nature around, in and as us. 
This organic, eco-arts skill therapeutically unites and balances our thoughts, feelings and 
relationships with the whole of life since the beginning of time. www.ecopsych.com/survey.html  
 
Online or on-site, subsidized GTT training gives you the core methods and materials to 
implement the Eco-Arts and science in “My Interview With Mike Cohen” by increasing your 
EcoSensory Aptitude IQ Survey  
 

A. Please first determine your EcoSensory IQ Aptitude. 
http://www.ecopsych.com/ecoiq.html  
 
B. Then read the Interview including its “LIST OF 24 PRIME FACTS” at its conclusion.  
Be sure to identify what parts of the interview and 24 facts are most attractive, true and 
have value for you and what parts raise questions. Note which of our 54-senses, if any, 
you have not experienced or don’t believe. 
www.ecopsych.com/janetinterview.html 
www.ecopsych.com/insight53senses.html 

 
 
Global Wisdom 
 
In order to be scientifically literate about the world, moment-by-moment, contemporary 
society identifies its language and information about Nature to be either  
  
       What is FALSE  or  TRUE  concerning our stories about Nature? 
 
      Each story is: 
 
      FALSE                or         TRUE 

•   - non-existent or..................truly existent. 



•   - fiction or …………......…trustable non-fiction true. 
•   - faith/belief-based or ….....trustable evidence-based true. 
•   - mystical or supernatural…repeatable, consistent, reliable-evidence true. 
•   - 2 + 2 = 3 or ……………...trustable, 2 + 2 = 4 mathematically true. 
•   - the Earth is flat or …...…..trustable, the Earth is round true. 
•   - limited truth or ……….….trustable, whole-life truth.  
•   - fictional: things fall up or..factual, we trust that things fall down is true.  
•   - god is Nature or…….……factual,  gods that exist can live and love in/as Nature-us. 
•   - you or I are not alive or….our trustable sensations and feelings of aliveness are true. 
•   - you or I don’t exist so....…by not existing, we can’t know, be or do anything.  

 
 
What does the evidence of Project NatureConnect’s (PNC) Organic Eco-Arts identify as the 
fundamental cause and therapeutic remedy for the today’s hurtful break-apart of the world and its 
people?  
 

The cause is that contemporary people learn to omit their unifying Greatest Trustable 
Truth (GTT) in their felt-sense thinking and relationships indoors or in a natural area. 
 
The remedy is for us to organic-science include our Greatest Trustable Truth (GTT)  in 
our life and help others do the same. This is the core mission of the PNC program. As a 
fiduciary team we help each other and PNC meet this goal by invoking our GTT and 
learning how to do it better each time. 
 
 

 
You can download the Course Description and details at  
www.ecopsych.com/GTTTRAINING.docx   
 
We are seeking folks who are interested in helping co-mentor this self-paced or group training 
program or participating in it to their/our mutual benefit.  
 
Contact me at 360-378-6313 nature@interisland.net 
 
With Rational Passion and Cheers for all of us, 
 
Mike 
 
Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D. 

 

 
  
  
  



  
  


